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About

For over a decade, Dr. D. Ivan Young has been dedicated to helping people
create a positive, lasting change in their lives. He is a TEDx speaker with
over 2 million views, a certified Master Coach and Master Neuro-Linguistic
Programmer, a WellCoaches Certified Health and Wellness Coach, a
Certified Diversity Coach through the Coach Diversity Institute and a
credentialed Master MBTI Practitioner with a Ph.D. in Holistic Life Coaching
and a Fellow at the renowned Harvard Institute of Coaching. His
unparalleled expertise in utilizing and interpreting the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator Assessment, his evidence and research-based approaches and his
expertise in Neuro-Linguistic Programming has made him a world-
renowned life coach and highly sought-after public speaker.

Dr. Young is the author of Amazon best sellers Another Chance, Break up,

Don’t Break Down, and A Time to Chill. He has been featured as an expert on

MSNBC, CNN, ABC, NBC, 20/20, TV One's Hit Programs, Fatal Attraction and

Justice by Any Means, and the Oxygen Network’s, Snapped: Killer Couples.

Press hits include: Access Hollywood, Psychology Today, Univision, The

Huffington Post, iHeartRadio, Let’s Talk with Dr. Wendy, Tom Pope Show, KISS

FM NY, Gaz Cooley Show (London), Radio 1450 Washington DC, Fox News,

Money Making Conversations with Rushion McDonald; Houston Business

Journal, Keeping it Real with Al Sharpton, WHUR, 24-Hour Mom Radio, &

Essence magazine.

https://www.wellcoachesschool.com/
https://coachdiversity.com/


“His magnetic prowess offers a synergistic  
blend of simplistic, direct, no-nonsense and  
results-driven solutions.” – Huffington Post

“Dr. D Ivan Youngcan help  
you master the necessary

tools you need.”

– PsychologyToday



Awards

Congresswoman Sheila Jackson Lee  
(Texas's 18th congressional district)



Accolades

As a master credentialed expert on personality type, Dr. D. Ivan Young has

been hailed for his provocative teaching style on complex relationship subjects

and highly sought-after as a speaker. His theories about Law of Attraction and

human emotional intelligence have gone viral by millions of fans around the

world.

Dr. Young’s accolades include:

 Recipient of The Presidential Lifetime Achievement Award by two White  
House Administrations

 Recognized by U.S. Congress with a Lifetime Achievement Award for his  
positive impact on American Culture

 Honored by Texas State Senate - Senator Boris Miles for Contributions to  
Coaching and American Culture

 Recognized by the City of Houston and The Houston City Council for his  
influence in the national media and his life-changing impact on both family  
and institutional relationships

 Named Life Coach of the Year by The National Black Life Coach’s Network

 Vice Chancellors Award for Leadership – University of Houston



Awards

DR. D IVAN YOUNG CONTINUES TO TEAR  
DOWN BARRIERS AND TRANSFORMLIVES

“Before you can understand anybody else, you need to  
have clarity about yourself.” – Dr. D. IvanYoung

His simple, direct attitude sparks new thinking about  
healing broken people. His insightful teaching style has  
been hailed ‘provocative’ by the media and fans from  
around the world. Dr. D is recognized as one of the  
most influential life coaches and highly-sought after  
public speakers in America today.

“What if you could identify and understand the  
differences about how and why you fail every time you  
try to connect with others on a deeper level? The better  
you understand your natural tendencies and how you  
instinctively express them, plays a pivotal role in how  
you understand others.”



The Reality Check Doctor Gains Over 2M Views for Eye-opening Talk on TEDx

Dr. D. Ivan Young, America’s leading relationship expert, goes viral with Law of Attractionvideo.

HOUSTON, TX— (June 13, 2018) – He wasn’t chosen because he is African American. He wasn’t chosen because of his notoriety. Dr. D. Ivan 
Young was chosen to be a TEDx speaker because he has discovered the key to unlocking the secrets behind Law of Attraction. And people are  
taking notice – Dr. Young’s TEDx talk has garnered over two million hits and averaging in excess of 40 thousand plus views a month.

A Certified Master Neuro-Linguistic Programming Practitioner, Dr. Young’s views on human emotional intelligence are gaining the attention of  
world leaders, business execs and celebrities. Hailed as the “Reality Check Doctor,” Young is known for his provocative teaching style on  
complex relationship subjects. His confident demeanor and silky speech coupled with his exclusive knowledge of personality types, has helped  
catapult his career as a sought-after public speaker, life coach and relationship expert. And recently, he reached a milestone mark in his career  
with the online surge of engagement for his straight-from-the-hip TEDx Talk, Emotional Intelligence: Using the Laws of Attraction, which has  
received over two million views.

“Traditionally, only a very select group of thought leaders are presented with the opportunity to speak on TEDx,” said Dr. D. Ivan Young, a  
Certified Master Life Coach and credentialed Master MBTI Practitioner. “I’m honored to have been given the opportunity to speak about my  
law of attraction and emotional intelligence theory.”

Since 2008, Dr. D. Ivan Young has been recognized and awarded the Presidential Lifetime Achievement Award, by two White House  
administrations for his contribution of service, and recently honored by the United States Congress via Texas Congresswoman, Sheila Jackson 
Lee, a senior Member of the House Committees on Budget, Judiciary and Homeland Security. In May, 2018, Texas State Senator Borris Miles 
recognized Dr. Young for his remarkable achievements in coaching and public speaking.

Young’s expertise on the Laws of Attraction, which is one of the most controversial scientific and spiritual theories discussed in mass media,  has 
piqued interest groups looking to make change in the world. When the subject grew in popularity during the 20th century by leaders such  as 
Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra and Oprah, it brought several different theories to the mainstream. Until now, very few people have been able  to 
transform the idea and simplify it from a complex discussion on quantum physics and spirituality. The fact that Dr. D Ivan Young has the  ability to 
break this prodigious mixture of scientific facts and spiritual beliefs into digestible and relatable subject matter is nothing short of  profound. Dr.
D. IvanYoung, whose namesake initials support his “D.I.Y.” belief system on human transformation, is ready to share his theories.



iHeartRadio Show Gives Money Making Insight to Divided Americans

Dr. D. Ivan Young, America’s leading relationship expert, goes viral with Law of Attractionvideo.

HOUSTON, TX— (June 13, 2018) – He wasn’t chosen because he is African American. He wasn’t chosen because of his notoriety. Dr. D. Ivan 
Young was chosen to be a TEDx speaker because he has discovered the key to unlocking the secrets behind Law of Attraction. And people are  
taking notice – Dr. Young’s TEDx talk has garnered over two million hits and averaging in excess of 40 thousand plus views a month.

A Certified Master Neuro-Linguistic Programming Practitioner, Dr. Young’s views on human emotional intelligence are gaining the attention of  
world leaders, business execs and celebrities. Hailed as the “Reality Check Doctor,” Young is known for his provocative teaching style on  
complex relationship subjects. His confident demeanor and silky speech coupled with his exclusive knowledge of personality types, has helped  
catapult his career as a sought-after public speaker, life coach and relationship expert. And recently, he reached a milestone mark in his career  
with the online surge of engagement for his straight-from-the-hip TEDx Talk, Emotional Intelligence: Using the Laws of Attraction, which has  
received over one million views.

“Traditionally, only a very select group of thought leaders are presented with the opportunity to speak on TEDx,” said Dr. D. Ivan Young, a  
Certified Master Life Coach and credentialed Master MBTI Practitioner. “I’m honored to have been given the opportunity to speak about my  
law of attraction and emotional intelligence theory.”

Since 2008, Dr. D. Ivan Young has been recognized and awarded the Presidential Lifetime Achievement Award, by two White House  
administrations for his contribution of service, and recently honored by the United States Congress via Texas Congresswoman, Sheila Jackson 
Lee, a senior Member of the House Committees on Budget, Judiciary and Homeland Security. In May, 2018, Texas State Senator Borris Miles 
recognized Dr. Young for his remarkable achievements in coaching and public speaking.

Young’s expertise on the Laws of Attraction, which is one of the most controversial scientific and spiritual theories discussed in mass media,  has 
piqued interest groups looking to make change in the world. When the subject grew in popularity during the 20th century by leaders such  as 
Wayne Dyer, Deepak Chopra and Oprah, it brought several different theories to the mainstream. Until now, very few people have been able  to 
transform the idea and simplify it from a complex discussion on quantum physics and spirituality. The fact that Dr. D Ivan Young has the  ability to 
break this prodigious mixture of scientific facts and spiritual beliefs into digestible and relatable subject matter is nothing short of  profound. Dr.
D. IvanYoung, whose namesake initials support his “D.I.Y.” belief system on human transformation, is ready to share his theories.
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